
THIS IS A REFILE OF HOUSE, NO. 6481 OF 1971.

By Mr. Bartley of Holyoke, petition of David M. Bartley,
Ronald A. Pina and Robert H. Quinn (Attorney General) relative to
establishing requirements for labeling hazardous substances. Social
Welfare.

%

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Two.

1 Whereas, The deferred operation of this act would tend to
2 defeat its purpose which is, in part, to provide for the further
3 regulation of hazardous substances, therefore it is hereby
4 declared to be an emergency law, necessary for the immediate
5 preservation of the public convenience and safety.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 SECTION I. Chapter 948 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out sections 1 to IOA, inclusive, as appearing
3 in section 2 of chapter 727 of the acts of 1960, and inserting in
4 place thereof the following sections:
5 Section 1. The following words as used in this chapter, unless
6 the context otherwise requires shall have the following
7 meanings:
8 “Banned hazardous substance”, any toy, or other article
9 intended for use by children, which is a hazardous substance, or

10 which bears or contains a hazardous substance in a manner as to
11 be susceptible of access by a child to whom the toy or other
12 article is entrusted, or is otherwise hazardous because it presents
13 electrical, mechanical or thermal hazards; or any hazardous
14 substance intended or packaged in a form suitable, for use in
15 households, which the commissioner by regulation classifies as a
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16 banned hazardous substance” on the basis of a finding that
17 notwithstanding cautionary labeling as required under this
18 chapter, the degree or nature of the hazard involved in the
19 presence or use of the substance in households is such that the
20 protection of the public health and safety can be adequately
21 served only by keeping the substance out of the channels of
22 commerce, provided the commissioner, by regulation, shall
23 exempt from this paragraph articles, such as chemical sets, which,
24 by reason of their functional purpose, require the inclusion or
25 the hazardous substance involved or necessarily present an
26 electrical, mechanical, or thermal hazard, and which bear labeling
27 giving adequate direction and warnings for safe use and are
28 intended for use by children who have attained sufficient
29 maturity, and may reasonably be expected to read and heed
30 these warnings.
31 “Combustible”, any substance or mixture of substances which
32 has a flash point about eighty degrees Fahrenheit to and
33 including one hundred and fifty degrees, as determined by the
34 Tagliabue Open Cup Tester.
35 “Commerce”, any and all commerce within the common-
-36 wealth including the operation of any business or service
37 establishment.
38 “Commissioner”, the commissioner of public health.
39 “Corrosive”, any substance which in contact with living tissue
40 will cause destruction of tissue by chemical action; it shall not
41 refer to action on inanimate surfaces.
42 “Department”, the department of public health.
43 “Director”, the director of the division of food and drugs in
44 the department.
45 “Division”, the division of food and drugs in the department.
46 “Electrical hazard”, an article which in normal use or when
47 subjected to reasonably foreseeable damage or abuse, by its design
48 or manufacture may cause personal injury or illness by electrical
49 shock.
50 “Extremely flammable”, when used with respect to a sub-
-51 stance, any substance which has a flash point at or below twenty
52 degrees Fahrenheit as determined by the Tagliabue Open Cup
53 Tester.
54 “Flammable”, when used with respect to a substance, any
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55 substance which has a flash point of above twenty degrees to and
56 including eighty degrees Fahrenheit, as determined by the
57 Tagliabue Open Cup Tester; except that the flammability of
58 solids and of the contents of self-pressurized containers shall be
59 determined by methods generally recognized as applicable to
60 such materials or containers and established by regulations issued
61 by the commissioner.
‘,52 “Hazardous substance”, any substance or mixture of sub-
-63 stances which is toxic, corrosive, an irritant, a strong sensitizer,
64 flammable or which generates pressure through decomposition,
65 heat, or other means, if such substance or mixture of substances
66 may cause substantial personal injury or substantial illness during
67 or as a proximate result of any customary or reasonably
68 foreseeable handling or use, including reasonable foreseeable
69 ingestion by children, or any toy or other article intended for use
70 by children which presents an electrical, mechanical or thermal
71 hazard. It shall include any radioactive substance if, with respect
72 to such substance as used in a particular class of article or as
73 packaged, the commissioner determines by regulation that the
74 substance is sufficiently hazardous to require labeling in accord-
-75 ance with this chapter in order to protect the public health. It
76 shall not include economic poisons subject to the Federal
77 Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, unless the commis-
-78 sioner finds that such economic poison is not adequately labeled
79 for the protection of the public health, nor foods, drugs and
80 cosmetics subject to the Federal Drug and Cosmetic Act or to
81 chapter ninety-four, nor substances intended for use as fuels
82 when stored in containers and used in heating, cooking, or
83 refrigeration systems. It shall include any article which is not
84 itself an economic poison within the meaning of the Federal
85 Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act but which is a
86 hazardous substance within the meaning of this definition by
87 reason of bearing or containing such economic poison.
88 “Highly toxic”, when used with respect to a substance, any
89 substance which (a) produces death within fourteen days in half
90 or more than half of a group of ten or more laboratory white
91 rats each weighing between two hundred and three hundred
92 grams, at a single dose of fifty milligrams or less per kilogram of
93 body weight, when orally administered; or (b) produces death
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within fourteen days in half or more than half of a group of ten
or more laboratory white rats each weighing between two
hundred and three hundred grams, when inhaled continuously
for a period of one hour or less at an atmospheric concentration
of two hundred parts per million by volume or less of gas or
vapor or two milligrams per liter or less of mist or dust, provided
such concentration is likely to be encountered by man when the
substance is used in any reasonably foreseeable manner; or (c) £

produces death within fourteen days in half or more than half of
a group of ten or more rabbits tested in a dosage of two hundred
milligrams or less per kilogram of body weight, when adminis-
tered by continuous contact with the bare skin for twenty-four
hours or less; provided that if the commissioner finds that
available data on human experience with any substance indicate
results different from those obtained on animals with the
aforesaid dosages or concentrations, the human data shall take
precedence.
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Immediate container”, excludes a package liner.111
“Inspector”, an inspector of the division of food and drugs in

the department.
112
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“Irritant”, any substance not corrosive which on immediate,
prolonged or repeated contact with normal living tissue will
induce a local inflammatory reaction.
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“Label”, a display of written, printed, or graphic matter upon
the immediate container of any substance, or in the case of an
article which is unpackaged or is not packaged in an immediate
container intended or suitable for delivery to the ultimate
consumer, a display of such matter directly on the article
involved or on a tag or other suitable material affixed thereto,
and a requirement made by or under authority of this chapter
that any word, statement, or other information appear on the
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label shall not be considered to be complied with unless such
word, statement or other information also appears on the outside
container or wrapper, if any there be, unless it is easily legible
through the outside container or wrapper and on all accom-
panying literature where there are directions for use, written or
otherwise.
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“Mechanical hazard”, an article which in normal use or when
subjected to reasonably foreseeable damage or abuse its design or
manufacture presents an unreasonable risk of personal injury or

131
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133
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illness from fracture, fragmentation or disassembly of the article,
from propulsion of the article or any part or accessory thereof,
from points or other protrusions, surfaces, edges, openings or
closures, from moving parts, from lack or insufficiency of
controls to reduce or stop motion, as a result of self-adhering
characteristics of the article, because the article or any part or
accessory thereof may be aspirated or ingested, because of
instability, or any other aspect of the article’s design or
manufacture.

134
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142
143 “Misbranded hazardous substance”, a hazardous substance,

including a toy, or other article intended for use by children,
which is a hazardous substance, or which bears or contains a
hazardous substance in such a manner as to be susceptible of
access by a child to whom the toy or other article is entrusted,
intended, or packaged in a form suitable, for use in the
household or by children, which except as provided by section
three fails to bear a label (1) which states conspicuously (a) the
name and place of business of the manufacturer, packer,
distributor, or seller; (b) the common or usual name or the
chemical name (if there be no common or usual name) of the
hazardous substance or of each component which contributes
substantially to its hazard, unless the commissioner by regulation
permits or requires the use of a recognized generic name; (c) the
signal word “DANGER” on substances which are corrosive,
extremely flammable or highly toxic; (d) the signal word
“WARNING” or “CAUTION” on all other hazardous substances
(e) an affirmative statement of the principal hazard or hazards,
such as “Flammable”, “Combustible”, “Vapor Harmful”,
“Causes Burns”, “Absorbed through skin”, or similar wording
descriptive of the hazard; (f) precautionary measures describing
the action to be followed or avoided, except when modified by
regulation of the commissioner pursuant to section two; (g)
instructions, when necessary or appropriate, for first-aid treat-
ment; (h) the word “POISON” and the skull and crossbones for
any hazardous substance which is defined above as “highly
toxic”; (i) instructions for handling and storage of packages
which require special care in handling or storage and; (j) the
statement (k) “Keep out of the reach of children” or its practical
equivalent, or (1) if the article is intended for use by children and
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%
17 is not banned hazardous substance, adequate directions for the

protection of children from the hazard; and (2) on which any
statements required under subparagraph (1) of this paragraph are
located prominently and are in English language in conspicuous
and legible type in contrast by typography, layout, or color with
other printed matter on the label.
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“Person”, includes an individual, partnership, corporation,
association, or legal representative or agent.

“Radioactive substance”, a substance which emits ionizin*
radiation.

180

182
“Strong sensitizer”, a substance which will cause on normal

living tissue, through an allergic or photodynamic process, a
hypersensitivity which becomes evident on reapplication of the
same substance and which is designated as such by the
commissioner. Before designating any substance as a strong
sensitizer, the commissioner, upon consideration of the fre-
quency of occurrence and severity of the reaction, shall find that
the substance has a significant potential for causing hyper-
sensitivity.
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“Thermal hazard”, an article which in normal use or when
subjected to reasonably foreseeable damage or abuse by its design
or manufacture presents an unreasonable risk or personal injury
or illness because of heat as from heated parts, substances or
surfaces.
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“Toxic”, when used with respect to a substance, any sub-
stance, other than a radioactive substance, which has the capacity
to produce personal injury or illness to man through ingestion,
inhalation, or absorption through any body surface.
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Section 2. (a) Whenever in the judgment of the commissioner
such action will promote the objectives of this chapter by
avoiding or resolving uncertainty as to its application, the

commissioner may by reasonable rules and regulations declare to
be a hazardous substance, for the purpose of this chapter, any 1
substance or mixture of substances which he finds meets the
requirements of the same term as defined in section one.
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If the commissioner finds that the requirements of section
two, as to labeling of a “misbranded hazardous substance” are
not adequate for the protection of the public health and safety in
view of the special hazard presented by any particular hazardous
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substance, he may by regulation establish such reasonable
variations of additional label requirements as he finds necessary
for the protection of the public health and safety; and any
hazardous substance intended, or packaged in a form suitable, for
use in the household or by children, which fails to bear a label in
accordance with these regulations shall be deemed to be a
misbranded hazardous substance.
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If the commissioner finds that, because of the size of the
package involved or because of the minor hazard presented by
the substance contained therein, or for other good and sufficient
reasons, full compliance with the labeling requirements otherwise
applicable under this chapter is impracticable or is not necessary
for the adequate protection of the public health and safety, he
shall promulgate regulations exempting the substance from these
requirements, to an extent he determines consistent with
adequate protection of the public health and safety.
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227
228 If the commissioner finds that an article subject to this chapter

cannot be labeled adequately to protect the public health and
safety, or the article presents an imminent danger to the public
health and safety, he may declare the article to be a banned
hazardous substance and require its removal from commerce.

229
230
231
232
233 The commissioner shall cause the regulations promulgated

under this chapter to conform, insofar as practicable, with the
regulations established pursuant to the Federal Hazardous Sub-
stances Act.

234
235
236
237 Section 3. (a) No person shall sell, expose for sale, deliver, give

away, have in his possession, introduce or deliver for intro-
duction into commerce any misbranded hazardous substance or
banned hazardous substance.

238
239
240
241 (b) No person shall alter, multilate, destroy, obliterate or

remove the whole or any part of the label of, or do any other act
with respect to, any hazardous substance if such act is done while
the substance is in commerce or held for sale, whether or not the
first sale, after shipment in commerce, and results in the
hazardous substance being a misbranded hazardous substance or
a banned hazardous substance.
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(c) No person shall receive in commerce any misbranded
hazardous substance or banned hazardous substance and deliver
or proffer delivery thereof for pay or otherwise.

248
249
250
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I

h

251 (d) No person shall give a guarantee or undertaking referred to
252 in paragraph b of section four which guarantee or undertaking is
253 false, except by a person who relied upon a guarantee or
254 undertaking to the same effected signed by and containing the
255 name and address of, the person residing in the United States

56 from whom he received in good faith the hazardous substance.
257 (e) No person shall sell, expose for sale, deliver, give away,
258 have in his possession, introduce or deliver for introduction into£
259 commerce, or receive in commerce and subsequently deliver or
260 proffer delivery for pay or otherwise, any hazardous substance in
261 a reused food, drug or cosmetic container or in a container which
262 though not a reused container, is identifiable as a food, drug, or
263 cosmetic container by its labeling or by other identification. The
264 reuse of a food, drug or cosmetic container as a container for a
265 hazardous substance shall be deemed to be an act which results in
266 the hazardous substance being a misbranded hazardous sub-
-267 stance. As used in this paragraph, the terms “food”, “drug”, and
268 “cosmetic” shall have the same meaning as in section one of

270 (f) No person shall manufacture any hazardous substance that
271 is misbranded with the intent that the same be distributed or sold
272 in violation of this chapter.
273 (g) No person shall use to his own advantage, or reveal other
274 than to the commissioner or officers or employees of the

department or to the courts when relevant in any judicial
276 proceeding under this chapter or to a physician treating a patient
277 for potential poisoning any information acquired under authority
278 of section six and seven concerning any method or process which
279 as a trade secret is entitled to protection.
280 Section 4. Any person who violates any of the provisions of
281 section three shall be punished by a fine of not less than one
282 hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars or by
283 imprisonment for not more than ninety days, or both; and fora
284 second and subsequent offenses, shall be punished by imprison-
285 ment for not more than one year, or a fine of not less than six
286 hundred dollars nor more than three thousand dollars, or both;
287 provided, however, that no person shall be subject to such
288 penalties for having violated the provisions of paragraph (c) of
289 section three if the receipt, delivery, or proffered delivery of the
290 hazardous substance, was made in good faith, unless he refused

269 chapter ninety-four
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to furnish on request of an officer or employer duly designated
by the commissioner the name and address of the person from
whom he purchased or received such hazardous substance, and
copies of all documents, if any there be, pertaining to the
delivery of the hazardous substances to him; or for having
violated paragraph ( d) of section three if he establishes a
guarantee or undertaking signed by, and containing the name and
address of, the person residing in the United States from whom
he received in good faith the hazardous substance, to the effect
that the hazardous substance is not a misbranded hazardous
substance or a banned hazardous substance within the meaning
of those terms in this chapter, or for having violated paragraph
(a) of section three in respect to any hazardous substance
shipped or delivered for shipment for export to any foreign
country, in a package marked for export on the outside of the
shipping container and labeled in accordance with the specifi-
cations of the purchaser and in accordance with the laws of the
United States or of the foreign country.
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Section 5. (a) Whenever the director or his duly authorized
inspector finds or has probable cause to believe that any
hazardous substance is misbranded, or is a banned hazardous
substance within the meaning of this chapter, he shall affix or
cause to be affixed to such article a tag or other appropriate
marking, giving notice to the manufacturer of the substance, the
distributor, and the owner thereof, that such article is, or is
suspected of being misbranded or is a banned hazardous
substance and has been detained or embargoed, and warning all
persons not to remove or dispose of such article by sale or
otherwise until permission for removal or disposal is given by the
director, his inspector, or the court, provided, any such article
may at the discretion of the manufacturer or claimant thereof be
removed from public display but shall not be removed from the
immediate premises. The claimant shall be authorized to destroy
the article so detained if such article is destroyed under the
supervision of the director, or his inspector. When an article
detained or embargoed has been found to be a misbranded or
banned hazardous substance, the director or his agent shall
within thirty-days thereafter file a petition in , any district or
municipal court within whose jurisdiction the article is detained
or embargoed for a libel of condemnation of such article. When
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such inspector has found that an article so detained or
embargoed is not a misbranded or banned hazardous substance,
he shall remove the tag or other marking, thereby permitting its
release. Such toy or other article shall be deemed to be a banned
hazardous substance for purposes of this chapter until the
proceeding has been completed.

33
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(b) If the couit finds that a detained or embargoed article is
misbranded or a banned hazardous substance, such article shalli
after entry of the decree, be destroyed at the expense of the'
claimant thereof, under supervision of such inspector, and all
court costs and fees, and storage and other proper expenses, shall
be taxed against the claimant of such article or his agent;
provided, that when the misbranding can be corrected by proper
labeling of the article, the court, after entry of the decree and
after such costs, fees and expenses have been paid and a good and
sufficient bond, conditioned that such article shall be so labeled,
has been executed may by order direct that such article be
delivered to claimant thereof for such labeling under the
supervision of an inspector of the commissioner. The expense of
such supervision shall be paid by claimant. The article shall be
returned to the claimant on the representation to the court by
the commissioner that the article is no longer in violation of this
chapter and that the expenses of such supervision have been paid.
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This section shall not apply to a hazardous substance intended
for export to any foreign country if it (1) is in a package branded
in accordance with the specifications of the foreign purchaser,
(2) is labeled in accordance with the laws of the foreign country,
and (3) is labeled on the outside of the shipping package to show
that it is intended for export, and (4) is so exported.
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Section 6. (a) For the purpose of administering the provisions
of this chapter, the director and inspectors shall have access and
entry at reasonable times to any premises pursuant to a search,
warrant duly issued by a court of competent jurisdiction,
provided that no sample of an alleged hazardous substance
obtained in the course of such inspection and no result of any
analysis or test of any such sample shall be received in evidence
in any criminal proceeding under this chapter unless the sample
shall have been taken and the analysis or test conducted in
accordance with the procedure provided in sections one hundred
and eighty-eight and one hundred and eighty-nine of chapter
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372 ninety-four
(b) Any person who obstructs the direc373

374 from entering premises under a valid search warrar
hazardous substance is kept as provided in sect375

376 person who does not comply with the provisic
377 seven, shall be punished by a fine of not less than
378 nor more than two thousand dollars or by imprisonmen

more than six months, or both.379
Section 7. For the purpose of enforcing the provi‘3BO

chapter carriers engaged in commerce, and persons stor381
382 receiving hazardous substances in commerce or holding si

383 hazardous substances so received shall, upon the reque
officer or employee duly designated by the commissioner acting384
under authority of a search warrant duly issued by a court of385
competent jurisdiction, permit such officer or employee at386
reasonable times, to have access to and to copy all records387
showing the movement in commerce of any such hazardous388
substances, or the holding thereof during or after such move-389
ment, and the quantity, shipper, and consignee thereof390

Section 8. In the case of any article or substance sold by its391
manufacturer, distributor, or dealer which is a banned hazardous392
substance, whether or not it was such at the time of its sale, such393
article or substance shall, in accordance with regulations of the394
commissioner, be repurchased as follows:395

{a) The manufacturer of any such article or substance shall396
repurchase it from the person to whom he sold it, and shall397
refund that person the purchase price paid for such article or398
substance provided further, if that person repurchased such399
article or substance pursuant to the provisions in this section400
reimburse him for any amounts paid in accordance with the401

402 provisions herein for the return of such article or substance in
connection with its repurchase, and if the manufacturer requires403
the return of such article or substance in connection with its404
repurchase of it, reimburse such person for any reasonable and405
necessary expenses incurred in returning it to the manufacturer.406

(b) The distributor of any such article or substance shall407
repurchase it from the person to whom he sold it, and shall408
refund that person the purchase price paid for such article or409
substance, provided, further, if that person has repurchased such410
article or substance pursuant to the provisions of this section411
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*

reimburse him for any amounts paid in accordance with the
provisions hereof for the return of such article or substance in
connection with its repurchase and if the distributor requires the
return of such article or substance in connection with his
repurchase of it in accordance with this subparagraph, reimburse
that person for any reasonable and necessary expenses incurred
in returning it to the distributor.
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(c) In the case of any such article or substance sold at retail by|
a dealer, if the person who purchased it from the dealer returns it
to him, the dealer shall refund the purchase price paid for it and
reimburse him for any reasonable and necessary transportation
charges incurred in its return.

419
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For the purpose of this section, (1) the term “manufacturer”
includes an importer for resale, and (2) a dealer who sells it at
wholesale an article or substance shall with respect to that sale be
considered the distributor of that article or substance.

424
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Section 9 (a) The commissioner may cause to be published
from time to time reports summarizing any judgments, decrees or
court orders which have been rendered under this chapter
including the nature of the charge and the disposition thereof.

428
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(b) The commissioner may also cause to be disseminated
information regarding hazardous substances in situations in-
volving, in the opinion of the commission, possible danger to
health. Nothing in this section shall be constructed to prohibit
the commissioner from collecting, reporting and illustrating the
results of his investigations.
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Section 10. Sections one to nine, inclusive, may be cited and
referred to as the Hazardous Substances Labeling Act.

438
439

SECTION 2. Said chapter 948 is hereby further amended by
striking out section 21, as most recently amended by section 6of
chapter 521 of the acts of 1962, and inserting in place thereof
the following section:

3

4
Section 21. Except as otherwise provided in section four and

six, whoever himself or by his servant or agent, violates any
provision of section one to eighteen, inclusive shall, for a first
offense, be punished by a fine of not less than fifty nor more
than two hundred dollars; and, for a second or subsequent
offense, by a fine of not less than two hundred nor more than

5
6
7
8
9

10
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one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment for not more than
ninety days, or both.

11
12

Regulations issued by the commissioner hereunder may
provide penalties for violations thereof not exceeding, for a first
offense, a fine of one hundred dollars and, for a second or
subsequent offense, a fine of five hundred dollars.
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